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DETECTION OF MOOSE IN MIDWINTER FROM
FIXED-WING AIRCRAFT OVER DENSE FOREST COVER
ROLF 0. PETERSON, School of Forestry and Wood Products, Michigan Technological University,
Houghton, MI 49931
RICHARD E. PAGE,' School of Forestry and Wood Products, Michigan Technological University,
Houghton, MI 49931

Despite some well-documented shortcomings, aerial census in winter has persisted as
the only common technique used to estimate
moose (Alces alces) density and other population parameters(Gasawayand DuBois 1987).
During the past 25 years wildlife managersand
researchers have gradually abandoned attempts at total area census in favor of a sampling approach, employing aerial coverage of
transectsor intensive search over plots of varying size, or some combination thereof (Timmermann 1974, Rivest et al. 1990). There also
has been considerable progress in developing
techniques to assessvisibility bias, or detection

Presentaddress:BritishColumbiaForestryService
ResearchBranch,31 BastionSquare,Victoria,BC V8N
4E1, Canada.

rate, in aerial censusesof moose and other large
ungulatesin winter (Crete et al. 1986, Gasaway
et al. 1986:31-34, Samuel et al. 1987).
In practice, moose detection rate (proportion of moose seen) is most commonly estimated through a recount, in which census plots
or transects are covered a second time more
intensively, either by incorporatinga more efficient aircraft (helicopter rather than fixedwing), or by increasing search intensity. These
approaches have been evaluated using radiocollaredmoose in trial counts (Crete et al. 1986,
Gasaway et al. 1986:31-34).
The most thorough tests of moose detection
in aerial surveys have been conducted in interior Alaska, where intensive searches using
overlapping circles by fixed-wing aircraft
achieved a detection rate of 94-100%, except
in spruce- (Picea spp.) dominated habitats,
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where 86% of the moose were observed (Gasaway et al. 1981). Tree cover in moose habitat
in the boreal forest of eastern North America
is dense compared to much of Alaska (Tuhkanen 1984), which may further reduce detection in moose censuses.
Considerablevariation exists in estimates of
moose detection rates from eastern North
America, arising in part from use of different
aircraft and flight patterns. Previous studies
have demonstrated that counts from helicopters usually are superior to those from fixedwing aircraft, and that intensive searches with
a circling flight pattern provide a higher detection rate than transect flights. For example,
during level transect flights in a Piper PA-18
Supercub, Thompson (1979) estimated (using
a right-angled frequency distributionof sightings) that 57% of the moose were detected in
northern Ontario. In the same region, Novak
and Gardner(1975) found that transect counts
using larger fixed-wing aircraft (Cessna 180 or
De Havilland Turbo-Beaver)were 94%of helicopter counts over the same areas. Employing
a similar approach in southern Quebec over
plots containing radiocollaredmoose, Crete et
al. (1986) found that 88% of the moose occupied track networks visible in level transect
flights by fixed-wing aircraft (De Havilland
Beaver), whereas 83% of moose within track
networks were observed during helicopter
searches. Thus, helicopter counts of track networks located by fixed-wing aircraft would
yield a maximum detection rate of 73%.
Moose habitat selection also influences detection during aerial surveys. Moose characteristically exhibit a shift from deciduous to
mixed and coniferous habitats in winter, coinciding with an increase in snow depth and
hardness(Coady 1974, Peek et al. 1976). Lynch
(1975) suggested that high detection during
moose surveys in mixed boreal forests is likely
achievable only in early winter, before moose
move into coniferous cover. Crete et al. (1986)
found that counts in March were only about
half those in January,and in both periods there
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was great daily variability in moose detection
rate.
We evaluated moose detection during intensive searches from small, highly maneuverable fixed-wing aircraft (Piper PA-18) in an
eastern boreal forest in Isle Royale National
Park, Michigan. Also, we evaluated the effects
of moose habitat selection and time of survey
on the efficiencyof transectand intensivesearch
counts of moose.
STUDYAREA
Moosedensityin Isle RoyaleNationalParkapproachesthe highestlevel attainedby thisspeciesin
the wild,often>500%higherthancomparable
habitatson themainland(Peterson
1977:122,Crete1987).
The largestisland(544 km2)in LakeSuperior,Isle
Royaleisdominated
bycommonelementsof theboreal
forest,especiallywhitespruce(Piceaglauca),balsam
fir (Abiesbalsamea),quakingaspen (Populustremuloides), and paper birch (Betula papyrifera). Large

areasburnedin 1936and1948providedlittlesuitable
winterhabitatfor mooseafter the 1960's(Peterson
1977:136).
Duringourstudy,mooseusedmixedstands
of oldforestsin midwinter,
especiallythosecontaining
balsamfirandnorthernwhitecedar(Thujaoccidentalis).

usedto censusmoosefromaircrafton
Techniques
IsleRoyalehavesteadilyevolved,beginningwiththe
transectcountsof Krefting(1951),flownin
pioneering
a Wacobiplanein 1947.Moosecensusesin winterare
limitedto a periodin midwinter(approxmid-Janto
earlyMar)whenthereis reliableice for landingskiequippedaircraft.
Snowdepthsaveragenear50 cm in openareasin
midwinter(range= 30-100 cm, Petersonand Allen
1974).Duringthewinterstudyperiod,bothsnowdepth
andsnowhardness
typicallyincreaseandusuallythere
areperiodsof thawthatproducesurfacecrustingconditionsby lateFebruary(Peterson1977:189-191).
METHODS
Threesourcesof dataderivedfromaerialobservationswereusedto determinemoosedetectionrateand
its dependenceon moosehabitatselection:(1) trial
countsemployingintensiveaerialsearchesfor radiocollaredmoose,flownundertypicalcensusconditions,
1985-1987;(2) mooseobservations
usingintensiveaerial searchesfor radiocollared
mooseconductedfor
otherstudies,1985-1987;and (3) mooseobservations
recorded
fromaircraft
transect
duringnoncensus
flights,
usedto locatewolftracks,1972-1990.Data
primarily
weregatheredannuallyfrommid-January
to 1 March
andweresubdividedfor dataanalysisinto3 periods
of 2 weeksto evaluateaspectsof surveytiming.Snow
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depth was measureddaily in an open area throughout
each study period.
We used a Piper PA-18 150 aircraft that accommodated the pilot and I observer,seated behind the
pilot. All detectiontrialsfor radiocollaredmoose were
flownusingan experiencedpilot and observerworking
togetherto spot moose. The radiocollarswere visually
unobtrusive,yet couldbe readilydetectedonce a moose
was spotted. We observed15-20 radiocollaredmoose
during the study, including both males and females,
with and without calves. Eight females and 6 males
provideddata during all 3 years of the study.
If only 1 person was observing, 1-km2plots were
establishedon a 1:62,500 topographicalmap around
radiocollaredmoose the day before the trial, allowing
time for the moose to change location or even leave
the plot. If an alternate observerwas available, this
persondelineateda plot aroundthe moose on the day
of the trial after determiningits approximatelocation
from an aircraftwhile the pilot refrainedfrom observations.In the latter case dummy plots also were establishedthat did not include a radiocollaredmoose,
so that the pilot and observerdid not know if a radiocollaredmoose (the targetmoose)was actuallypresent
on the plot duringthe trial.Only 1 trialcount/day was
flownover an individualmoose.
Moose density during our study averaged 2.0-2.6
moose/km2on the entire islandand 4.1 moose/km2on
trialplots(R. 0. Peterson,unpubl.data).Trialplot size
(1 km2)and mean searchintensity(14 min/km2)were
similar to those used annually at Isle Royale during
aerialcounts.Flight patternwasa seriesof overlapping
circlesat an altitudeof 100-150 m, with addedcircling
over each observedmoose to look for additionalanimals. Plots were counted only when winds were <10
knots, snowcovercomplete, and when there was low
contraston the snowsurface.We censusedmoosewithin 3 hoursof sunrise(long, uniformshadows)or under
an overcastsky (few or no shadows).When the plot
countwascompleted,the locationof bothdetectedand
undetected radiocollaredmoose in relation to plot
boundarieswas determined.Overstoryforest canopy
at the moose location was visually classifiedas coniferous, mixed, deciduous, or other type. In "mixed"
forests the overstorycanopy was approximately1050%coniferous,whereasin "coniferous"forestscanopy
coverageby coniferswas usually >50%.
Radiocollaredmoosealsowerelocatedregularlyduring aerialsearchesin otherstudies.Usually, 4 minutes
were expended circling over the moose radiolocation
in an effort to see the animal, in a flight patternvery
similarto thatusedin aerialcensuses.Overstoryhabitat
for each moose'slocationwas classifiedthe same as in
trial counts. The relative success in observingradiocollaredmoosewas used only to indicatepotentialvisibility bias during a census.
For both trial countsand regularsearchesfor radiocollaredmoose,chi-squaretestsandtestsfor differences
between proportionsafter arcsinetransformation(Sokal and Rohlf 1969:607-608) were used to compare
detection rates among years, habitats,and sampling

periods.For some comparisonswe determinedconfidenceintervalsfor proportionsderivedforthe binomial
distribution(Daniel 1990:61-62).Analysisof variance
(ANOVA)and Student'st-tests were used to evaluate
seasonalchange in moose habitatselection.
Duringnoncensustransectflightsall mooseobserved
were recorded.The daily numberof mooseobserved/
hour of flight was calculated, and used to evaluate
seasonalchangesin moosedetectionratesfor level transect flights.These data were normalizedby log-transformation, and analyzed by ANOVA and StudentNewman-Keulstest (Sokal and Rohlf 1969:239-246)
for within- and between-yeardifferences(P < 0.05).
Regressionequationswere estimatedfor the trend in
mooseobservationfrequenciesassociatedwith the midwinter shift towardmixed and coniferouscover.
Finally,mooseobservedboth on and off censusplots
were usedto evaluatemooseactivity(beddedvs. standing) throughoutthe day, as standingand moving animals are more likely to be detected than bedded animals (Samuelet al. 1987).
RESULTS

The target radiocollaredmoose was actually
on the test plot in 80 of 120 trial counts. An
alternate observer established the plot boundaries in 14%of the trials. Combining all results,
collared moose were detected in 64 trials (80%)
(Table 1). Significant variability was not evident when results were compared across sample periods (x2 = 1.45, 2 df, P = 0.49) or
between years (x2 = 3.09, 2 df, P = 0.22).
Observations of radiocollared moose, used
as a surrogate for formal detection trials, provided larger samples with which to compare
moose detection rates between seasons and
years. Again, very little variation was evident
(Table 1). Overall moose detection in this
pooled data set (78%) was virtually the same
as in the trial counts (80%).
Moose observation frequency in noncensus
transect flights exhibited variation both annually (F = 7.2, 2 df, P = 0.001) and seasonally
(F = 28.2, 2 df, P = 0.001), caused by high
initial counts during late Januaryin 2 of 3 years
(Table 1). In 2 of 3 years, aerial observations
of moose declined in late January, and then
moose observation frequency consistently stabilized at a relatively low level throughout the
remainder of the study period.
During plot trials,habitat selection by radio-
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Table 1. Proportionof moose seen during intensive searches(aerial counts and radiolocationattempts)and
moose observationfrequencyduring level transectflights,Isle Royale NationalPark,Michigan,1985-1987.
Proportion seen,"
other radiolocations(n)

Year

Proportion
seen,' trial
counts (n)

15-30
Jan

31 Jan14 Feb

15 Feb1 Mar

1985
1986
1987
Total

0.94 (18)
0.75 (44)
0.77 (18)
0.80 (80)

0.71 (83)
0.78 (78)
0.88 (24)
0.76 (185)

0.83 (89)
0.81 (108)
0.63 (51)
0.78 (248)

0.87 (93)
0.74 (74)
0.89 (19)
0.82 (186)

Moose/hour,
level flight (SE)
Total

15-30
Jan

31 Jan14 Feb

0.81 (265) 23.1 (3.2)b 9.0(2.0)
0.78 (260) 9.3 (1.1) 6.1 (0.7)
17.0 (5.3)b 5.1 (1.5)
0.74 (94)
0.78 (619) 17.1 (2.1) 6.5 (0.8)

15 Feb1 Mar

Total

4.8 (0.9) 13.4 (2.0)
3.4 (0.4) 6.2 (0.6)
6.1 (1.1) 7.5 (1.7)
4.9 (0.6) 9.0 (0.9)

a Proportion of trials or locations in which the target radiocollared moose was observed.
bMean values for
periods compared both within and between years were different (P < 0.05) from each other and from other values (Student-NewmanKeuls test).

collared moose did not clearly influence effectiveness of intensive aerial searches in deciduous, mixed, and coniferoushabitats(x2 = 2.98,
2 df, P = 0.30), although a difference between
the proportion seen in deciduous habitats
(100%) and those seen in either mixed or coniferous cover (77%) was likely (ts = 2.97, P
= 0.005) (Table 2). For the larger sample of
intensive searchesfor radiocollaredmoose, the
extent of coniferous cover clearly influenced
the proportion seen, ranging from 70 ? 5%
(95% CI) in coniferous habitats to 100% in
deciduoushabitats(X2= 27.5, 2 df, P = 0.0001).
In mixed stands,collared moose were observed
89 ? 4% (95% CI) of the time (Table 2).
In late January, most radiocollared moose
(78%)inhabited coniferous or mixed habitats,
where visibility was impeded, and relatively
few moose (14%)were found in deciduous cover (Table 2). In February, the proportion of
moose in deciduous habitats declined further
(F = 3.03; 2,13 df; P = 0.09), while those in

mixed forests increased (F = 3.27; 2,13 df; P
= 0.08).
Deep snow seemed to increase movement
of moose to mixed and coniferouscover, where
detection was lowest. In January, moose observations during level flights were less frequent in 1986, when snow depth was 67-84
cm, than in 1985 or 1987, when snow depth
was only 38-51 and 36-43 cm, respectively
(Fig. 1).
In midwinter, most moose on Isle Royale
were solitary and group size did not influence
detection rate during intensive searches. During observations of radiocollared moose, 61%
(n = 639) were solitary, and almost all groups
were females with offspring. Detection rate
was 81% and 80% for females with (n = 185)
and without (n = 132) offspring, respectively.
Moose were most likely to be standing shortly after sunrise at approximately 0800 hours
(Fig. 2). Beyond 2 hours after sunrise, moose
increasinglywere bedded, and activity reached

Table 2. Moosedetectionrate during aerialsurveysand habitatselectionin midwinterin Isle RoyaleNational
Park, 1985-1987.
Mean proportion in
major habitat types (SE)"

Proportionseen,
intensive search (n)
Habitat

Coniferous
Mixed
Deciduous

Plot
trials'

Other
observations'

15-30
Jan

31 Jan14 Feb

15 Feb1 Mar

0.75 (32)
0.78 (37)
1.00 (10)

0.70 (277)
0.89 (278)
1.00 (62)

0.44 (0.06)
0.34 (0.05)
0.14 (0.03)

0.48 (0.04)
0.41 (0.02)
0.09 (0.02)

0.46 (0.05)
0.46 (0.04)
0.07 (0.02)

Based on regular observationsof 14 radiocollared moose.
b
Proportionof trial counts in which radiocollared moose were observed.
c Proportion of midwinter observationsin which radiocollared moose were observed.
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Fig. 1. Midwintermooseobservationfrequencyduring level-flighttransectsfrom mid-January(Julianday
15) to early March(Julianday 60) in 1985-1987, Isle
RoyaleNationalPark,Michigan.Fitted regressionlines
are of the form Y = a - bX, where X = Julianday
and Y = log,o (moose observed/hour + 1). Annual
constantsand statisticalsummariesare:1985, a = 1.76,
b = 0.02, R2 = 0.69, F = 68.3, P = 0.001; 1986, a =
1.23, b = 0.01, R2 = 0.50, F = 34.9, P = 0.001; 1987,
a = 1.40, b = 0.01, R2 = 0.21, F = 10.0, P = 0.003.

a low point during midday before increasing
in the afternoon.
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Fig. 2. Proportionof moosestandingduringdaylight
hoursin midwinterduring1972-1990, Isle RoyaleNational Park, Michigan.Included are 9,022 moose observedduringtransectflightsand2,341mooseobserved
using intensivesearchesover censusplots,as both sets
of observationswere similar(P = 0.99). Hourlysample
size rangedfrom 183-1,446.

ited a shift in habitat selection that influenced
moose observation frequency during level
transect flights. This probably was the final
DISCUSSION
stage of a gradual transition from deciduous
Our study indicated that a correction for to coniferous habitats. Peek et al. (1976) found
visibility bias should be incorporated into ae- that moose in Minnesota usually initiated this
rial surveys for moose in eastern North Amer- shift in December, and that its timing was
ica. Observationsof radiocollaredmoose from dependent on increasing snow depth. A midintensive aerial searches indicated that detec- winter shift in moose habitat selection toward
tion rate for moose was directly proportional coniferous cover is a pervasive aspect of their
to their use of coniferous and mixed habitats, winter ecology in the boreal forests of North
and somewhat lower than in Alaska (Gasaway America (Lynch 1975, Peek et al. 1976, Crete
et al. 1981:App. 1:29). Results of plot trials, et al. 1986). It is surprisinghow little attention
has been paid to the effect of this behavior on
using a similar search pattern, were less clear,
moose census effectiveness.
perhaps because of relatively small sample sizes.
In midwinter on Isle Royale, moose exhibWe attribute the decline between January
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and February in moose observations during
transect flights to a habitat shift by the few
moose still remaining in deciduous habitats.
Most moose at Isle Royale inhabited areas with
a substantial coniferous canopy by mid-January, when only 14% of observations of radiocollared moose were in deciduous forests. This
proportion was only 7-9% during February,
when moose distribution was evidently stable
and the move to coniferous cover complete.
From late January to early February the
frequency of moose observationsdeclined 200500% (Table 1). Similarly, on a 60-km2 plot
counted repeatedly through the winter, Crete
et al. (1986) found that transectcountsof moose
from fixed-wing aircraft declined 4-fold from
January to February. We found it possible to
maintain a relatively stable detection rate
throughoutthe midwinter period, provided intensive search techniques were used.
In addition to moose habitat selection, Crete
et al. (1986) believed that moose activity also
contributed to variability in transect moose
counts from fixed-wing aircraft.We found that
moose were twice as likely to be standing just
after sunrise as during midday. Samuel et al.
(1987) found that standing elk (Cervus elaphus) were more likely to be observed during
aerial censuses than bedded elk. Furthermore,
habitatsselected by bedded moose may reduce
the proportionobserved from aircraft. Minzey
and Robinson(1991) showed that in late winter
(after mid-Jan)moose selected coniferous habitats when bedding down. Des Meules (1964:
77) also found that the depressions in snow
beneath coniferous trees were attractive to
moose as bedding sites. Thus the pronounced
temporal regularity in moose activity patterns
is likely to influence the results of a transect
survey for moose in winter.
A comparison between transect-type flights
in Quebec and Isle Royale illustratesthat such
flights may not provide a useful proportional
index to moose density. Our data on moose/
hour were comparable to moose/100 km recorded in Quebec (Crete et al. 1986), because
our average flight speed was about 100 km/
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hour. Moosedensity on Isle Royale was 17 times
greater than in Quebec (2.0 vs. 0.12 moose/
km2),but Januaryand post-Januarycountswere
only about 7 and 4 times greater, respectively.
MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

It may not be possible to determine moose
detection rates during annual surveys for logistic and financial reasons. At Isle Royale, we
now assume that midwinter moose censuses
achieve a detection rate of 75%, when done
according to guidelines developed to maximize
moose detection and minimize its variance.
Annual moose density estimates incorporate
this correction factor. Samuel et al. (1987)
pointed out that routine application of such a
constant ratio correction factor is justifiable if
visibility bias is uniform. Although moose observationfrequency declined in midwinter for
transect flights, our trial counts and observations of radiocollaredmoose indicate relatively constant visibility bias during intensive
searches between mid-January and early
March, provided that standardized guidelines
are followed.
Many of our standardized procedures were
tailored for sampling a high-density moose
population. Thus plot size was kept small (1
km2), compared to 60-km2 plots in Quebec
(Crete et al. 1986), where moose density was
lower. Fixed-wing aircraft were used in Quebec to locate track aggregations for intensive
counts by helicopter (14 min/km2), whereas at
Isle Royale all plot counts were intensive efforts
(13 min/km2).
SUMMARY

Moose observationsfrom fixed-wing aircraft
and trial counts using radiocollared moose in
Isle Royale National Park were used to estimate the proportionof moose observed during
aerial censuses in midwinter in dense forest
habitats. Using an intensive search flight pattern (small overlapping circles) with low-contrastdaylight, moose detection from fixed-wing
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aircraft (78-80%) was comparable to that reported for helicopter counts. Using intensive
searches, detection was lowest (70-75%) in coniferous forests, whereas virtually no moose
were missed in counts in deciduous habitats.
In the absence of trial counts for detection rate
during an aerial survey, an assumed rate of
75%is consistentwith our results.Ideally, moose
counts in winter should be timed to coincide
with the period of greatest moose activity, just
after sunrise.
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